March Madness
Our main priority is to provide you with exemplary service and products at an affordable price. Our
team has been hard at work to offer you these lift chairs at prices that are reasonable and in our
perspective - the best in town.

Golden Technologies
Signature Series Regal

Golden Technologies
Monarch Medium with Chaise

Golden Technologies
Maxi Comfort Series

The Regal is designed for people
that like to keep things within
hands reach. The dual flip open
arms conceal storage space, a
cup holder and hideaway tray.

The Monarch Plus comes with a full
chaise seat pad for luxurious comfort.
Its three way recline system allows
you to get into our “full napper”
position for deep comfort.

The MaxiComfort® chair offers
four recline comfort positions
that promote health, wellness,
and relaxation for both your
body and your mind.

15% OFF any lift chair from Sleep Solutions.
Not all chairs are in store but can be ordered. Excludes sale items.

RemZzzs CPAP Mask Liner

Resmed Gecko Nasal Pad

(originally 29.99 + tax)

(originally $19.99 + tax)

SALE PRICE: $25.99 + tax

SALE PRICE: $14.99 + tax

$

RemZzzs™ will help you and your mask
become friends. This is possible because
their patent pending design acts as a
barrier between the skin of your face
and the silicone of your mask’s cushion,
virtually eliminating all of the most
common problems associated with
wearing a CPAP mask.
Each box contains 30 disposable liners

online code: REMZZZ

The Gecko Pad provides an extra
layer of soft padding between the
nasal bridge and CPAP mask to to
reduce nasal skin irritation, nasal
bridge soreness, and mask leaks. The
Gecko Pad works with all nasal and
full face masks.
The average user will wear the size Large.
- Size Small Length = 3 1/4”
- Size Large Length = 4 1/8”

online code: GECKO
EXP:3/31/18
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